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We Sri Sai Balaji Spintex Pvt Ltdwould like to acknowledge that we have installedPPCH FR Pneumatic pipes and Fittings m
plant since last 7 Years. We were planning
we were thinking to use Metal pipeline in '
suggestion given b5' one of the Textile Cons
for their Energy Saving Non Metallic PPCH FR Pneumatic pipes and Fittings for ournew spinning plant having 27960 Spindles.
We approached Anjney Tubes rndia for their Enerry Saving Non-Metallic Innovativeproduct PPOFI FR Pneuinatic Fipes and Fittingsfor co-pr"..ed airline and installed itin our plant in April 2OIO. Since last g r - 

CH piping manufactured.by Anjney in our plant and we are not leakage, corrosion,sagging, and pressure drop or friction loss i
Atias Cop.o brand Air compressors having 

are using this pipes with

* CtrM: ego Cirn I3 No,* Pressurel
* Temperat bat - i(o
* Details of Capacity of H plant:* Pipe Size And euantity purchased:

Since last few years, we are running our plant with ..,,;ii.:;:*,..;.brand ppCH pipeline incompressed air line and we have observed a good amount of energy saving in our plantas Anjnev PPCH F R Pneumatic Pipes and Fittings having special features such as 100%leak proof element, least friction loss and pressure drop itself is an assurance to EnergySaving.

Not only that, but also to observe the result and to authenticate the observed result tilldate, Anjney Tubes India conducted the Air Audit with their ppCH FR pneumatic
Pipeline installed in our plant recently and it is very much surprising and satisfactorythat after the Dryer and Filter, the pressure is 6.26 And at the end point, the pressure is6'25 So there is only 0.0lPressure drop in the pipeline supplied by Anjney Tubes India.In metal pipeline, the pressure drop is more eran 1 Kg I imzwhereas in Anjney ppCH
Piping, it is very negligible i.e. 0.01Kg/Sq Cm
So we are very much satisfied with the performance of PPCH pi.ces and Fittingsinstalled in our plant by Anjney Tubes India.
we recommend AnjneyppcH FR pneumatic pipes and Fittings
applications and other pneumatic applications as the product is

for compressed air
technical superior
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